Service Brief

Cybersecurity Services
For Security Transformation in a Rapidly Evolving Technological Landscape

Key Benefits
We’ve designed our security auditing and
assessment services to deliver clear, actionable
results that you can immediately use to hone
your security strategy, address critical
vulnerabilities, improve day-to-day operations,
and sharpen your training.


Refine Your Strategy
Our fact-based assessments provide
executive-level insights into the effectiveness
of current systems, people and processes.
Detailed recommendations enable you to
refine your strategy and bolster your
immediate and long-term defensive posture.



Address Complex Vulnerabilities
Use our services to identify and understand
complex vulnerabilities that can often go
undetected for months, even years. Using
our detailed recommendations, you can
rapidly mitigate these vulnerabilities before
they are exploited.





Improve Operations
Through our reports and consulting services,
we can help you develop a clearer view of
the equipment, devices, applications, people,
and processes that make up your network
ecosystem, no matter how large or complex
it may be. We also provide guidance on how
you can improve day-to-day operations in
order to strengthen your defensive
capabilities as well as improving operational
efficiency.
Boost Training Success
We complement our assessment of your
security team’s ability to prevent, detect,
analyze and respond to incidents with
pragmatic advice on what type of training
and programs could best set them on a path
to continuous improvement.

Take your Security to the Highest Level
Combining excellence, high quality and innovation, Enea provides
cybersecurity services dedicated to discovering, monitoring and improving
the safety levels of your infrastructure.

Experience, Expertise, Quality and Innovation
With more than 50 years in cutting edge technology, we have earned a
reputation for quality and innovation. We use all our experience in the
service of our clients, helping them achieve security transformation in a
rapidly evolving technological landscape.

A Full Range of Services
We help customers to protect their infrastructure by taking their IT
operations to the highest possible security level. We accompany them
through every step, from strategy to tactical decisions and operational
management. We deliver a full range of dedicated services to evaluate
existing security levels, pinpoint vulnerabilities, alleviate risks and test
infrastructure to ensure the strongest possible defenses.
Our certified team of experts uses the most advanced industry
methodologies and will address even the most complex security challenges
to ensure that our customers’ critical systems are protected from both
existing and emerging threats.

SECURITY AUDITING

RED TEAM OPERATIONS

A complete procedure that identifies, evaluates and provides
fixes of all the security flaws of a system, application, or
mixed, complex environment.

A test of the organization’s defense mechanisms is a
procedure that simulates as closely as possible a real-world
attack against an infrastructure, system, network or entire
organization. The service includes strategic recommendations
for attack response.



Executive briefing



Security gap analysis



Observations and recommendations



Actionable improvement plan



Security program roadmap



Network health check

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT



A high-level executive summary of the Red Team
Assessment



A detailed report describing actions taken during the
assessment, as well as a report of all vulnerabilities
uncovered



Fact-based risk analysis detailing the relevance of each
vulnerability with respect to your environment



Strategic recommendations for longer-term
improvement

A cost-effective, comprehensive evaluation of a system for
exposed vulnerabilities without their direct exploitation.


Analysis of endpoint, network, email and log data

METHODOLOGIES



Identification of vulnerabilities and weak
configurations



Report of findings, executive summary

We use the most advanced industry methodologies to
address even the most complex security challenges. They
include:



Plan of recommended fixes and follow-through
guidelines

PENETRATION TESTING
Identifying, evaluating and exploiting flaws in a system,
network, application, or mixed environment. This testing
determines whether your critical data is actually at risk and
enables you to address complex security vulnerabilities before
an attacker exploits them. The service includes recommended
mitigation to all its findings.


High-level executive summary report



Technical documentation that allows you to replicate
our findings



Fact-based risk analysis to validate results



Tactical recommendations for immediate improvement



Strategic recommendations for longer-term
improvement



Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual
(“OSSTMM”)



NIST 800-115



OWASP Testing Guide



CREST Penetration Testing Guide

TEAM CERTIFICATIONS
We have a dedicated and experienced team of cybersecurity
experts with certified skills to ensure you receive the best
possible quality of service.

Find out
more!

Enea is a world-leading supplier of innovative software components for telecommunications and cybersecurity. Focus areas are cloudnative, 5G-ready products for mobile core, network virtualization, and traffic intelligence. More than 3 billion people rely on Enea
technologies in their daily lives.
For more information: www.enea.com
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